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other in our own way; although there were voids
emotionally. Talking with Uncle Ted filled these
voids and gave me peace.
FROM DIANE

Hope you all are having a fantastic summer!!!
Jeffrey and I just recently went to Montana to the
wedding of my brother, Roger and his bride, Kelly.
It was the first time meeting Kelly and we were
thrilled and definitely happy she is a part of our family. Family and friends that I had not seen in a long
time were there…in some cases 34 years and longer.
Also, we gained many more family members with
the addition of Kelly and her kin.
Uncle Ted, who reminds me of my Dad, attended the
wedding and it was a wonderful, heartfelt reunion. I
learned a lot about my father during his growing up
years which helped me to put some unresolved issues
to bed. I felt like my Dad and I understood each

Pictures from our road trip, through NV,
UT, to Northern
ID, WA & MT.

We were very fortunate to see my sister, Marla and
her husband, Kim on this trip and although it was
short it was filled with love and tenderness. Kim is
going through some intense health issues and prayers
are welcomed and appreciated if you feel driven to
do so.
Our trip was cut short by a couple of days due to my
husband’s health. Heart issues run in his family and
we became aware of Jeffrey’s 8 years ago.
On August 1st a pacemaker was installed and it was a
saving grace for Jeffrey to live a life of quality again.
He is now on the mend and doing so much better
than he has in years. Thank-you, Thank-you, Thankyou!!!
In closing, Jeffrey and I wish you fun-filled adventures, excellent health and eternal peace.
With Love,

Diane

Diane Rose Phillips
Spiritual Counselor
(888) 910-2038 or (661) 821-0446
www.serenitynews.com
diane@serenitynews.com
(Channeled by Diane)
As the gravity pull and magnetic fields of the earth intensify, unrest escalates as the majority is feeling the anxiety
of these opposing forces. Manifestations accelerate and
what you give energy to, and how you give it, has an overall
impact on your life. The stronger your attachment is to any
given situation or person the greater the mirror effect, for a
deeper reflection of where the truth lies regardless of perception. To simplify, be aware of the moment you reside in,
for clarity of a desired outcome.

The power for creating a better future
is contained in the present moment:
You create a good future
by creating a good present.
~ Eckhart Tolle

Stagnancy leads to movement and many are suffering
non-action. You always have choice regardless of what the
analytical mind will have you believe. Be willing to see all
sides to the situation in which you twirl on and open up the
mind to be all inclusive. Every situation has more than one
resolution and the greatest one is how you perceive it. A
closed mind builds insurmountable obstacles whereas an
open mind flows around perceived obstacles. Set a course
of action and we will provide the ways and means. All it requires from you is patience and perseverance as the path
unfolds.
As we have mentioned in previous writings some of the
waters are bacterial laden and this is increasing. It affects
the body’s immune and central nervous systems.
Keep
your immunity built up through different means of support,
for the proper function of internal organs as well as the
nervous system and replenish good bacterial. The physical
vehicle is strong and has a high tolerance and endurance
level as long as the immune, emotions and central nervous
system are balanced. These areas will feed or take away
from internal health.

“Pain has its own noble joy, when
it starts a strong consciousness of
life, from a stagnant one.”
~John Sterling

We Wish For You Perseverance, Patience and Clarity of
the Path Less Traveled ,

Serione`

Are you reading this in our black and white paper newsletter. See
what you are missing in color. Go to www.serenitynews.com and
click on the Newsletter link. There you can download the newsletter
in a color PDF format for printing or viewing online.

By Jeffrey Phillips

When the wedding pictures contains any of the following...

HORSE CORRAL FENCE

TRACTOR

BARB WIRE
FENCE

TWO BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE, DEEPLY
IN LOVE!

CAMPERS (aka
GUEST LODGING)

WOOD PILE

HORSE SHOE PIT

you might be at a country wedding!
We traveled through beautiful places to be
with people we love, stayed in a beautiful
cabin and witnessed the union of two families. Like the Navaho Proverb:
“...everywhere I go I walk in Beauty” this
trip was just such a blessing, made so by all
the friends and family we saw and played
and sang with. Thanks Roger and Kelly for
sharing this time with us.
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“Though we travel the world over to find the beautiful,
we must carry it with us or we find it not.”
~Ralph Waldo Emerson

